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competitive League of Legends, Aaron "Krul" Brodt is looking for a new home. The
Mid laner is currently playing for Team Vitality on the NA LCS and Split 2. Krul is

currently ranked second on the NA LCS server with a KDA of 2.52. "I was hoping to
get a new team but it didn't work out," Krul told theScore esports in a recent

interview. "I was going to get a new team but then Fnatic joined and I wasn't really
comfortable playing for them." Krul added: "I didn't feel comfortable with their team
and the meta changes. So I've decided to look for a new team. It's a bit sad because

I was really enjoying playing in Europe." The 24-year-old began playing League of
Legends as a support. His first professional team was Epsilon eSports, where he
played support, top lane, and jungle in 2014. He was MVP for the MLG summer
championships that year. While on Epsilon, Krul made an impression. He got a
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reputation for being one of the best junglers in the game. A lot of people would tell
him he should play top lane. So, in the summer of 2015, he switched positions. "In
2015, I was switching between top and jungle. I played some [top lane] as well. It

was more to be a trial for new positions and stuff. And I learned a lot." Flash forward
a few months and the Flex box has been a welcomed change. "It's been the best

decision in my whole career. I don't regret anything," Krul said. "If you're not in the
top 3, it's the worst situation in my whole life and I couldn't understand how people

had that much fun after losing so much money. "I play so much more efficiently
now. There's so much less pressure, and everything is just flowing. It's an amazing

feeling." He played well c6a93da74d
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